Indiana Companies to Watch

A Packaging Systems LLC
A Packaging Systems (APACKS) manufactures custom equipment to package a wide
variety of liquid products from cosmetic creams to flammable solvents.
APACKS initially operated as a manufacturer’s representative, but switched gears in 2006
and started to produce its own equipment, including filling machines, cappers, labeling
machines and packaging conveyors. As a result, annual revenue soared 157% in 2007 and
45% in 2008.
APACKS stands out in the competitive packaging equipment arena by offering custom
engineered production lines, along with extensive customer support. The company counts more
than 400 customers, with accounts in Estonia, Aruba, China, Romania, West Indies, Finland,
Canada and Mexico, as well as the United States.
Investing in software for quoting, managing inventory, scheduling production and other
operations has played a key role in the company’s success. “In the beginning, technology
helped us maintain a lean, efficient organization that made us look like a much larger company;
today it helps us perform like a much bigger company,” president Todd Cannon says.

At a glance:
Todd Cannon, president
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: LaPorte
Primary business: custom packaging
equipment
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees:
31 in 2008; 28 expected in 2009
www.apackaging.com

Aerodyn Engineering Inc.
At a glance:
David Lawrence, president
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: gas-turbine
instrumentation and testing
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 31 in
2008; 36 expected in 2009
www.aerodyneng.com

Specializing in instrumentation and field testing, Aerodyn Engineering helps Fortune
100 clients develop new gas and steam turbine products. Clients use Aerodyn’s products
and services to measure the performance and life of engines in addition to testing for FAA
certification.
In particular, Aerodyn is known for its high-speed slip rings (devices used to test and
develop rotating equipment) and has adapted its technology to different engine applications.
Prior to Aerodyn’s innovations, the largest slip ring used was a 300 contact unit. “We have
since produced a 424, a 496, and are currently developing a 744 contact unit,” notes president
David Lawrence. “The increased channel capacity means our customers can reduce the number
of development tests, which can have a huge impact on their product development time.”
Investing more than $1 million in new equipment during the last two years, Aerodyn also
offers in-house machining to customers. The new machines offer faster, more cost-effective
production of hardware while keeping quality and precision extremely high.

Albanese Confectionery Group Inc.
Albanese Confectionery Group has evolved from a small retail store to a thriving
manufacturer of chocolates, nuts and gummy candies. In addition to serving distributors,
wholesalers and consumers, ACG provides formulation expertise and contract manufacturing to
the nutraceutical market.
Entering the gummy market in 1997 was an important move for ACG – and a challenging
one that required building a new plant, purchasing sophisticated equipment and concocting
new recipes. To compete successfully in this niche, ACG had to distinguish its candy from
other brands. Rising to the challenge, the company developed a technology that achieved a
dramatic breakthrough in flavor release. Innovations have followed throughout the years,
including a way to make sour gummies with the sour flavor permeating throughout the entire
candy rather than relying on an outside coating.
Sweet rewards: The company has nearly doubled in size during the past four years,
products have won numerous industry awards and president Scott Albanese has been
nominated for the prestigious Kettle Award.
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At a glance:
Scott Albanese, president
Current leadership since 1984
Founded: 1984
Location: Merrillville
Primary business: candy manufacturer
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.albaneseconfectionery.com
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Alexin LLC
As a recycling manufacturer, Alexin purchases aluminum scrap and then manufactures
extrusion ingot for reuse. Because the company can produce ingots up to 16 inches in
diameter, it can serve a wide variety of customers.
Environmental responsibility is a priority for Alexin, and it is the only North American
remelter with a 100% capture of melting furnace emissions, including fugitive and flue
emissions. The company also has applied technology to eliminate the use of chlorine gas in its
molten metal treatment systems.
To keep costs low and be more efficient, Alexin relies on a highly trained workforce and a
high level of automation in its production processes. What’s more, Alexin’s investment in
technology ensures consistency in every cast of aluminum billet.
Although an industry newcomer, Alexin is already achieving milestones. In its sixth
month of production, for example, Alexin’s sales were nearly double that of its two closest
competitors.

At a glance:
Thomas Horter, president
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 2006
Location: Bluffton
Primary business: aluminum recycling
manufacturer
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.alexinllc.com

Aptera Software Inc.
At a glance:
TK Herman, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Fort Wayne
Primary business: software development
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 27 in
2008; 30 expected in 2009
www.apterainc.com

Through custom software development and high-end web solutions, Aptera Software
helps clients in a wide variety of industries become more efficient and competitive.
Case in point – Aptera recently helped a health insurance provider streamline its
electronic claims processing system. The solution cut processing time by more than 90% and
reduced programming time required to bring on new trading partners from more than 150
hours to less than three hours.
Aptera has grown steadily with annual revenue increases ranging from 22% to 178%
during the past three years. Over the next three years Aptera plans to expand its services into
the southern half of Indiana as well as into Michigan and Ohio.
Community is important to Aptera, and in 2008 the company invested more than $1.3
million to purchase and renovate a 13,500-square-foot building in downtown Fort Wayne – a
project that landed Aptera on the cover of the Business Information Guide, the Fort WayneAllen County Economic Development Alliance’s annual publication.

Blood Hound Underground
Blood Hound Underground has pioneered a new niche in the subsurface locating industry.
Instead of providing locating services for public utility companies, the company targets property
owners. Blood Hound detects everything from buried utilities that lie beyond the meter point to
communications systems that may exist between main and outlying buildings.
In contrast to other firms that train their employees on specialized skills, Blood Hound’s
technicians are trained on all procedures and equipment. As a result, the company:
• Schedules work more easily since employees are cross-trained and certified in all areas
• Offers clients a workforce that adapts easily to changing conditions and expectations
• Can up-sell services on the site without delays or a return visit
“This has resulted in greater profit margins and higher sales, since additional services
can be obtained by the client immediately,” explains CEO Mark Mason. Indeed, Blood Hound
has achieved strong growth with annual revenue increases ranging from 24% to 44% during
the past three years.
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At a glance:
Mark A. Mason, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1999
Founded: 1999
Location: Brownsburg
Primary business: underground utility
locating
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 23 in
2008; 26 expected in 2009
www.bhug.com
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Bluefish Wireless Management Inc.
Bluefish helps large companies design, implement and manage programs for wireless
technologies.
Founded in 2001, Bluefish initially sold wireless phones and rate plans to consumers and
then expanded its business to small, local companies. Yet, in 2003 Bluefish saw an opportunity
to transform its business model by providing a turnkey management system to large
enterprises. Using web technology as its primary tool, Bluefish began to design procurement
portals, self-service customer support sites and database systems for billing management.
No easy metamorphosis, Bluefish’s sales dropped to nearly zero as the company shifted
direction. With about 30 days left in operating capital, Bluefish wooed – and won – Ford Motor Co.
as its first managed services client. “Ford ultimately became a critical reference and example
of our ability to deliver services to larger clients,” notes managing director Michael Browning.
Today, Bluefish provides wireless management systems across a wide range of
industries. Clients include IBM, Cardinal Health, Microsoft, Intel, Kellogg, Cisco, Boeing,
Accenture and four state governments.

At a glance:
Michael G. Browning II,
managing director
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: telecommunications
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 7
Full-time equivalent employees: 83 in
2008; 100 expected in 2009
www.bluefishwireless.net

BlueLock LLC
At a glance:
John Qualls, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 2006
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: IT services
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 11 in
2008; 20 expected in 2009
www.bluelock.com

BlueLock hosts information technology (IT) environments for clients via cloud computing,
which is a type of computing based on sharing resources accessed through the Internet
instead of having local servers or personal devices to handle applications.
Rather than building their own data centers, companies can shift IT costs from capital
expenses to monthly operating expenses by using BlueLock’s hosted services. BlueLock’s
virtualization technologies adjust a client’s infrastructure needs throughout the year, enabling
clients to get capacity on demand. For example, retailers typically need more capacity during
the holiday shopping season.
An important moment for BlueLock arrived in early 2008 when VMware Inc., a global
leader in virtualization solutions, connected a private cloud to BlueLock’s public cloud at the
annual VMworld conference. This marked the first public demonstration of two clouds
connecting in such a way, giving BlueLock important visibility.
In May 2008 BlueLock signed its first global client in New Zealand, and today the
company has clients in 12 states and four countries.

Bright Automotive Inc.
No shortage of bright ideas here. With its team of automotive entrepreneurs, including
some of the industry’s most experienced engineers, Bright Automotive has created a plug-in
hybrid electric vehicle capable of achieving 100 miles per gallon.
Known as the Bright IDEA, the vehicle falls in the light truck classification and is aimed at
commercial and government fleets. In addition to substantially reducing petroleum use and
greenhouse gas emissions, the IDEA features numerous innovations in vehicle design. Among
them: a passenger seat that converts to a mobile office and a rear-door system that allows
access to most of the cargo area through one door. Many of the vehicle’s components are
manufactured from recycled materials, including the nonskid rubber flooring made from tires.
As it continues commercialization of the IDEA, the company is also offering technical
expertise to others through Bright Works, its engineering services division. “We want our
technological breakthroughs to shift the transportation sector toward efficient and economical
solutions as soon as possible,” says CEO John Waters.
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At a glance:
John Waters, CEO
Current leadership since 2008
Founded: 2008
Location: Anderson
Primary business: automotive
manufacturer
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 20 in
2008; 90 expected in 2009
www.brightautomotive.com
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Eagle Adjusting Services Inc.
Providing claims-adjusting services to the insurance industry, Eagle Adjusting Services
has grown from a small, local company with a handful of employees to a national leader with
more than 146 full-timers and clients in 49 states.
Eagle has been an early adopter of computer technology in a paper-intensive industry. In
2001 the company built a proprietary web-based system that allowed Eagle to receive, process
and maintain claims faster. Over time, this system has been adapted to include real-time
reporting for clients. In addition, Eagle continuously modifies its system to electronically
interface with client and vendor software and streamline the claims process.
Due to prudent fiscal management, Eagle has continued to flourish and expand its
revenue despite the difficult economy. “Unencumbered by debt that plagues many other
companies, Eagle has positioned itself to move forward faster by streamlined management
approaches and looking after its employees,” shares CEO Mark Swick.

At a glance:
Mark Swick, CEO
Current leadership since 1999
Founded: 1999
Location: Noblesville
Primary business: insurance claims
adjusting
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 147 in
2008; 176 expected in 2009
www.eagleadjusting.com

EHOB Inc.
At a glance:
James G. Spahn, founder/CEO
Current leadership since 1985
Founded: 1985
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: medical products
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.ehob.com

In the mid-1980s Dr. James Spahn, a specialist in head and neck surgery, designed an
air mattress to elevate patients’ heads after operations. Discovering that the mattress also
helped prevent bed sores, a major problem among post-surgery and bedridden patients, Spahn
founded EHOB (Elevate Head of Bed) in 1985.
Today EHOB manufactures mattresses, seat cushions, pads and lower limb protectors
under the WAFFLE® brand name. Filled with static air to distribute weight evenly, these
products not only prevent pressure ulcers but also promote greater comfort and faster healing.
Innovation is a priority at EHOB. To help design products, the company uses pressuremapping technology, which provides information about the interaction between a person’s body
and a support surface. EHOB routinely conducts unique flame-resistant and anti-microbial
tests, as well as clinical studies to ensure product reliability.
EHOB’s focus on wellness is reflected in its corporate culture. Among other benefits, the
company provides reimbursement of gym memberships up to $250, fresh fruit daily and
biweekly visits to a shoulder massage therapist.

eImagine Technology Group Inc.
Beginning as a one-person shop in 1998, eImagine Technology Group has transitioned
into a consulting firm with more than 30 employees, two offices and a national client base.
Services include custom software development, network infrastructure, staff augmentation and
Microsoft Business Solutions integration.
A critical moment in the company’s history was landing an important government contract
in 2007 that generated credibility, strengthened its financial position and created 10 new jobs.
Among key projects, eImagine designed and supports a resource management tool (RMT)
for the U.S. Army and other Department of Defense (DoD) agencies. Providing real-time data,
the RMT helps DoD clients manage budgets, manpower and supplies – and eliminate costs
associated with inefficiencies.
An acquisition in March 2009 poises eImagine for strong future growth. As a services
company, eImagine was limited in what it could offer clients. Yet through its alliance with
Sundown Support, a network infrastructure specialist and Microsoft Business Solutions partner,
eImagine gains a new product channel and end-to-end technology solutions.
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At a glance:
Joel Russell, president
Current leadership since 1998
Founded: 1998
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: IT consulting
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 31 in
2008; 39 expected in 2009
www.thinkETG.com
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Electronic Commerce Inc.
Electronic Commerce Inc. (ECI) provides web-based solutions to help clients with payroll
processing and human resource administration.
Founded in 1996, ECI currently has clients in 47 states. Key to the company’s expansion
has been Empower, a single-source software solution that clients access over the web and pay
for through a per-employee monthly fee.
Empower streamlines communications, automates workflow and enables users to perform
a variety of administrative tasks with one system. Among Empower’s many features are payroll
processing, applicant and recruitment management, benefits management and online
enrollment. ECI recently added business-intelligence tools to Empower, enabling it to provide
human resource executives with enhanced charts and reports.
ECI prides itself on personalized customer service, which has buoyed its 98% clientretention rate. “What separates us from many of our competitors is that even though we
operate primarily as a software support and call center, clients are connected with a person –
never placed in a support queue,” comments CEO Jeffrey M. Lacy.

At a glance:
Jeffrey M. Lacy, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1996
Founded: 1996
Location: Elkhart
Primary business: employer services
software
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 3
www.ecipay.com

ENTAP Inc.
At a glance:
Tracy E. Barnes, president
Current leadership since 2004
Founded: 2004
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: IT consulting
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 17 in
2008; 27 expected in 2009
www.entap.com

After years of working for leading information-technology firms and learning “what not
to do,” Tracy Barnes launched ENTAP in 2004 to specialize in enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems.
Companies invest large sums of money into ERP systems but often lack the resources
and knowledge to keep those systems updated and functioning effectively. “ENTAP removes
that challenge,” Barnes says. “We enable businesses to focus on running their businesses instead
of worrying about or being hindered by their technology.”
ENTAP initially focused on the higher education market but has expanded into government
and commercial markets. Other important moves that have opened up opportunities for the
company include winning certification as a Minority Business Enterprise by the state of Indiana
in 2006 and the National Minority Supplier Diversity Council in 2007.
During the past three years, ENTAP has achieved triple-digit percentage increases in
annual revenue; and despite the difficult economy, it projects a 48% increase in 2009 revenue.

En’Urga Inc.
En’Urga develops innovative products that monitor industrial processes, increase
efficiency and reduce pollution. (En’Urga stands for the environmentally friendly use of “Urga,”
which means “energy” in ancient Sanskrit.)
The tech-transfer firm has already commercialized two products: a fuel-injector quality
audit instrument and a portable high-speed mid-infrared spectrometer. Two more processmonitoring products are slated to debut this year.
En’Urga specializes in optical diagnostic instruments that evaluate light being emitted,
absorbed or reflected by various industrial processes. For example, its instruments can sense
heat (infrared light) coming from glass or steel furnaces and indicate the temperature of the
process. In aerospace applications, En’Urga instruments can sense the amount of light
absorbed by spray created by fuel injectors to determine whether an engine will perform well.
“Monitoring these processes online helps our customers cut down on the number of
defective parts manufactured, creating a very valuable return on their investment,” says
president Yudaya Sivathanu.
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At a glance:
Yudaya Sivathanu, president
Current leadership since 1994
Founded: 1994
Location: West Lafayette
Primary business: engineering research
and development
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 9 in
2008; 13 expected in 2009
www.enurga.com
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enVista Corp.
Through supply-chain consulting and other technology services, enVista helps clients
reduce operating costs, improve customer service and enhance profitability.
Founded in 2002, the company has achieved annual revenue increases ranging from
26% to 62% during the past three years. It anticipates a 27% increase in 2009 revenue.
Whether deploying technology internally or externally, enVista provides data integration
and analytics to make proactive business decisions. “We turn data into information that can be
used to drive top line revenue and bottom line profitability,” reports president Jim Barnes.
Environmentally conscious, enVista has a green initiative that, among other things,
offers associates a $2,000 rebate for purchasing hybrid vehicles with an EPA fuel rating of
35+ miles per gallon. “Just as enVista helps clients eliminate waste and improve efficiencies
across their enterprise, we value the importance of doing the same for our environment,”
Barnes says.

At a glance:
Jim Barnes, president
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Carmel
Primary business: suppy-chain consulting
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 18
www.envistacorp.com

Health Systems International LLC
At a glance:
Russell Sherlock, CEO
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 1987
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: medical-cost
management services
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 3
Full-time equivalent employees: 141 in
2008; 230 expected in 2009
www.us-hsi.com

“Reducing medical bill costs” is the mantra at Health Systems International. A provider
of outsourced, medical-cost management solutions, HSI outranks competitors in lowering costs
for health care payors and provider networks. Services include repricing, bill review and care
management.
HSI maintains the nation’s largest database of medical discount data and preferred
provider organization fee schedules. “Through our technology, we’re able to offer customers
access to customized medical discount solutions for each of the markets we service through
one portal – HSI,” offers CEO Russell Sherlock.
An acquisition in 2005 followed by three others in 2008 helped fuel HSI’s growth. Since
2005 the company has achieved annual revenue increases that range from 22% to 155%.
One of HSI’s most successful marketing strategies is its annual conference. Begun in
2005, the conference now attracts more than 200 leaders of various health care organizations.
The venue helps attendees forge relationships and collaborate on ideas and also gives HSI an
opportunity to gather feedback to develop new services.

I Power Energy Systems LLC
A player in the burgeoning green energy business, I Power designs highly efficient powergeneration and energy-management equipment.
Since 2005 the company has expanded its offerings from a single product to more than
10 generators (combined heat and power units) capable of running on normal gaseous fuels or
biogas generated from organic waste material.
Among recent milestones, in 2008 Samsung of Korea selected I Power to be a joint
venture partner in product development. Samsung will also distribute I Power products in the
Asia-Pacific region.
I Power has developed much of its technology in-house – including grid-management
equipment and its low-noise, low-emission and long-endurance engine technologies. In
addition, the company partners with other companies and Indiana research universities to
utilize emerging technologies such as power electronics, wastewater remediation and pyrolizer
waste-to-energy systems.
Due to its focus on innovation, I Power has received more than $2.5 million from the
Indiana 21st Century Research and Technology Fund and $1.9 million from U.S. Army contracts.
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At a glance:
S. Michael Hudson, chairman/CEO
Current leadership since 2005
Founded: 2001
Location: Anderson
Primary business: energy generating
systems
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 25 in
2008; 40 expected in 2009
www.ipoweres.com
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iasta Inc.
A provider of supply-management software, iasta helps clients make better purchasing
decisions.
The company has set itself apart by building its software suite from the ground up and
making every component fully integrated with one another. In contrast, competitors buy add-on
components and retroactively try to make them work. “This leads to discrepancies in
functionality and inconveniences the customer,” states CEO David Bush. “iasta’s single codebased software provides enormous value to companies by saving them time and resources
through its consistent and technologically advanced supply management tool.”
Important to iasta’s growth has been developing global partners who act as channels for
both sales and service delivery. This extensive network has enabled iasta to stay lean and keep
prices low.
In addition, iasta has embraced social media to market itself. In fact, it was the first
company in its industry to host a wiki and public blog offering educational information for
sourcing professionals, and iasta’s forum has attracted more than 2,000 visitors daily.

At a glance:
David Bush, CEO
Current leadership since 2000
Founded: 2000
Location: Carmel
Primary business: supply management
software
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 4
www.iasta.com

iGoDigital
At a glance:
Eric Tobias, founder/president
Current leadership since 2004
Founded: 2004
Location: Fishers
Primary business: Web commerce tools
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 10 in
2008; 13 expected in 2009
www.igodigital.com

Like a virtual personal shopper, iGoDigital enables retailers to make automated
recommendations on web sites, call centers and other customer touch points. The payoff for
clients (including Best Buy, Wal-Mart, Dell and Home Depot) is an increase in sales, average
order values and site conversion rates.
By tracking and analyzing click behavior, iGoDigital’s technology can determine a
consumer’s preferences across brand, price, color, style and other characteristics –
discovering new relationships that retailers may not know existed. These preferences are then
used in the product recommendation process. When the consumer is looking at an item,
iGoDigital can display other related items that may be of interest.
iGoDigital was founded by serial entrepreneur Eric Tobias, who sold Technuity, an online
battery supply company, to Audiovox in 2007. During each of the past three years, iGoDigital
has achieved strong revenue increases ranging from 62% to 200%, and the company is on
track for another double-digit gain this year.

Kids Kloset
Seeking a career alternative that would allow her to travel less and become more involved
in her community, Kim Cassel left her executive post at a large candy company in 1999 and
opened Kids Kloset. The resale store enables parents to receive cash for their children’s
outgrown clothing, toys and furniture. In turn, other parents can purchase quality products at a
fraction of their original price.
In 2007 Cassel decided to help others scratch their entrepreneurial itch and began to
franchise her retail concept. Today, Kids Kloset has six locations in Indiana. “Kids Kloset allows
franchisees the opportunity to build something for themselves while maintaining a balance of
career and family,” says Cassel.
Investing in custom software has been important to the success of franchise stores.
Among other features, a training component teaches franchisees and their employees how
to buy – ensuring that customers are treated fairly and consistently – and how to price items
for resale.
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At a glance:
Kim Cassel, owner
Current leadership since 1999
Founded: 1999
Location: Greenwood
Primary business: resale store franchisor
Sites in Indiana: 6
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 23 in
2008; 35 expected in 2009
www.kidsklosetstore.com
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Kylin Therapeutics Inc.
With a revolutionary RNA nanoparticle technology platform, Kylin Therapeutics is developing
treatments for a variety of diseases.
Kylin has acquired an exclusive license to commercialize a technology called pRNA, which
was developed by a Purdue University professor. Kylin’s platform leverages RNA interference, a
natural process to target and “turn off” any gene whose expression causes or contributes to a
disease. This includes cancer-causing oncogenes, viral genes and genes responsible for
cardiovascular disease, diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease.
In 2008 Kylin completed a successful preclinical test, gaining further insight into its lead
product, a cancer therapeutic, and producing valuable data to attract institutional investors.
Another recent coup: securing a revenue-generating agreement with a large pharmaceutical
company that will expand Kylin’s therapeutic platform through research and development in the
companion-animal cancer treatment market.
“By attracting investors from outside of the state, Kylin has helped expand the reach of
Indiana’s reputation as an emerging leader in life sciences,” states CEO Eric Davis.

At a glance:
Eric Davis, CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 2006
Location: West Lafayette
Primary business: biotechnology
research and development
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 6 in
2008; 9 expected in 2009
www.kylintherapeutics.com

Livemercial
At a glance:
Johnny Mathis Jr., CEO
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Valparaiso
Primary business: online sales and
marketing
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.livemercial.com

A pioneer of “instant on” streaming video for e-mail, pop-up and banner ads and directresponse web sites, Livemercial helps clients sell their products online.
CEO Johnny Mathis Jr. founded Livemercial in 2003. A self-taught computer programmer,
Mathis developed a Flash-based video player that worked inside e-mail and banner ads.
Using data analytics and design testing, Livemercial has developed what has become a
standard in the direct-response industry for converting traffic to sales: a single-page “microsite”
that generates interest through instant-on video and supporting content and drives consumers
directly to the purchase opportunity on the same page.
By the end of 2008, Livemercial’s clients surpassed $1 billion in online sales for more
than 3,000 brands. These ranged from one-off inventions, such as the Topsy Turvy® tomato
planter, to global brands like the Kodak EasyShare All-in-One printer.
Revenue for Livemercial has grown along with client success: Annual increases have
ranged from 22% to 66% during the past three years.

Livin’ Lite Recreational Vehicles Inc.
Founded in 2002, Livin’ Lite Recreational Vehicles pioneered a new niche in its market:
automotive campers, which are lightweight campers that can sleep up to six people and still be
pulled by a small passenger car.
Built entirely from aluminum and composites, Livin’ Lite campers weigh 35% to 40% less
than those made from steel and wood. They are also more affordable, retailing for about onethird the cost of conventional pop-up campers.
Innovation continues to be a priority at Livin’ Lite. Its product line now includes the following:
• Campers that fit in the bed of a truck
• Versatile recreational vehicles (hybrid of a cargo trailer and camper)
• Sport utility trailers that can transport motorbikes and other all-terrain vehicles
• Campers that can be pulled by a motorcycle
Because its products can be pulled by smaller vehicles that burn less fuel, Livin’ Lite is
also making a positive impact on the environment. In fact, the company was voted 2008 Green
RV of the Year by Roaming Times, an industry publication.
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At a glance:
Scott J. Tuttle, president
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Wakarusa
Primary business: recreational vehicle
manufacturer
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 13 in
2008; 23 expected in 2009
www.livinlite.com
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MediaSauce
With a focus on social media and Internet strategy, MediaSauce helps clients build
connections to drive their business.
Founded in 2002, MediaSauce’s initial mission was to help organizations tell their stories
through web-based channels, and the company built a reputation on compelling content and
design. Yet in the past couple of years, the company has seen a significant shift in its business
due to the rise of social media. “Customers sought strategic direction, not just creative
solutions,” offers CEO Bryan Gray.
In response, MediaSauce developed Digital Blueprint, a proprietary methodology that
identifies opportunities to generate new revenue, market share and channels by leveraging
digital and social media. “For us, sustainability is the idea that digital and social media can
transform how you sell so that you stop wasting dollars on products, materials and resources
that ultimately end up in the ground,” Gray adds.
In the past year, MediaSauce has been expanding its business outside of Indiana, and
more than 30% of its clients are now located in other states.

At a glance:
Bryan Gray, CEO
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Carmel
Primary business: interactive media
agency
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.mediasauce.com

My Health Care Manager LLC
At a glance:
Alan C. Stanford, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2005
Founded: 2005
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: senior care
management
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 21 in
2008; 32 expected in 2009
www.myhealthcaremanager.com

My Health Care Manager provides geriatric-care management services for seniors and
their families. The company delivers its expertise and intellectual capital through licensees,
employee-benefit programs and by telephone linked with a network of more than 5,000 nurses
throughout the country.
Services include the following:
• In-home visits to assess a senior’s health, safety concerns and home services that might be
needed (such as light housekeeping, a hired companion or home nursing)
• Care coordination
• Assessment of housing alternatives
• Arrange for transportation to doctors and document physician’s recommendations
• Insurance organization and review
My Health Care Manager uses advanced informatics including SCANS™, its proprietary
knowledge management and decision-support system. SCANS enables a geriatric-care manager to
access the collective knowledge of the company’s nurses, the latest research and best practices.
The firm achieved impressive triple-digit revenue gains in 2007 and 2008 and is on
track to grow revenue 275% this year.

NESCO LLC
From bucket trucks and digger derricks to auger drills, NESCO provides specialized utility and
telecom equipment, typically to contractors who service the North American electric grid system.
The company’s business model enables it to sell or rent equipment depending on client
demand. This flexibility was important during the second half of 2008 when many clients were
forced to rent equipment due to the lack of credit financing.
“Many of our competitors are larger corporations that have many layers, which can lead
to slower decision making and inferior customer service,” explains president Rob Troxel. In
contrast, NESCO’s lean structure enables it to quickly respond to changes in market conditions
and new opportunities.
Technology plays an important role in delivering superior customer service, and NESCO
has invested heavily in a database that tracks several metrics to ensure customers are served
well. The company also has automated technology to track its fleet.
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At a glance:
Rob Troxel, president
Current leadership since 1988
Founded: 1988
Location: Bluffton
Primary business: utility equipment
provider
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.nescosales.com
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New Carbon Co. Inc.
For New Carbon Co., waffling is a good thing – at least, from a foodservice perspective.
The company manufactures Carbon’s Golden Malted Pancake & Waffle Flour, which is used by
restaurants, hotels, theme parks, and colleges and universities.
Supporting customers has sparked strong growth for New Carbon. When the travel and
lodging industry was hit hard after the 9/11 terrorist attack, New Carbon dropped its price by
almost 20%. In exchange, the company asked for longer-term contracts, which enabled it to
capture almost 2,000 new accounts the following year. “This strategy catapulted us into the
lead role for this business segment,” says CEO Rick McKeel, noting the company now has a
70% market share.
New Carbon has also expanded its business by selling and loaning equipment, making it
more affordable for customers to serve waffles. Recent equipment innovations include:
• A patented auto-start countdown timer waffle baker
• A batter dispensing system, which created the first “self-service” model
• An “iron grill” developed for Dairy Queen’s new grilled sandwich concept in 2008

At a glance:
Rick McKeel, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 1998
Location: South Bend
Primary business: waffle mix manufacturer
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 68 in
2008; 69 expected in 2009
www.goldenmalted.com

Nyhart
At a glance:
Thomas Totten, managing principal
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 1943
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: employer services
provider
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 71 in
2008; 74 expected in 2009
www.nyhart.com

As a third-party administrator (TPA), Nyhart provides human resource consulting, flexible
spending administration and retirement plan services.
In 2006 Nyhart sold its health care division, which enabled it to focus on core
competencies and hire additional talent in the actuarial and 401(k) recordkeeping arenas.
In another strategic move, Nyhart in 2006 entered the GASB 45 compliance market (an
accounting standard released in 2004 by the Government Accounting Standards Board). Today,
the company is recognized as a leading national provider for this service and has even been
named as the actuary of choice in Iowa.
By creating innovative actuarial software to assist clients in a new manner, Nyhart has
attracted a number of large pension clients. It is now the largest pension actuarial consulting
firm in Indiana.
Nyhart is employee-owned, which is unusual for a TPA provider, and the organization
demonstrates an unwavering commitment to Indiana in its hiring practices. “We specifically
look for employees (be it from college or experience) who have ties to the state and are
planning to stay here,” says managing principal Thomas Totten.

Omnitech Systems Inc.
Omnitech Systems Inc. (OSI) designs and manufactures private-label medical devices for
urological and gynecological use. The company supplies many of the leading U.S. health care
companies, including C.R. Bard, Cook Urological, Stryker and UroGyn Medical.
Innovation is a hallmark of the company, and founder Gregg VanDusseldorp has designed
many of the company’s products. Among recent innovations is a patented device that allows
urologists to capture and release urinary calculi (stones) with an articulating basket –
something that no other device on the market does. Another breakthrough is a patented partial
endometrial ablation procedure and device for menorrhagia, which eliminates the long-term
complications associated with current treatments.
Community is important to OSI. Since its inception, the company has supported Spring
Valley Shelter, Christian Community Action Association and Every Child Ministries. OSI has
focused on hiring single mothers and helped them with child care needs. In fact, many
employees are former residents of Spring Valley Shelter.
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At a glance:
Gregg A. VanDusseldorp, president
Current leadership since 1994
Founded: 1994
Location: Valparaiso
Primary business: medical devices
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 35 in
2008; 38 expected in 2009
www.omnitechsystems.com
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Option Six Inc.
Option Six develops custom online and classroom training programs for large global
companies. Its client roster includes Microsoft, Toyota, Prudential, Roche and Johnson &
Johnson.
Through its expertise in e-learning, Option Six helps clients solve critical business problems
be they new compliance requirements for a pharmaceutical client or helping a consumer
products company roll out new offerings.
Instead of using a sales force for business development, Option Six relies on its proven
track record. “Our success has been relationship marketing – our ability to form a trusted
relationship with one client and have the word spread throughout their organization,” shares
president William West.
Indeed, Option Six earned the respect of Microsoft when it accepted and succeeded with
projects that other vendors had failed to deliver.

At a glance:
William West, president/founder
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Bloomington
Primary business: corporate e-learning
programs
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 30 in
2008; 35 expected in 2009
www.optionsix.com

Orbis Education
At a glance:
Daniel Briggs, CEO
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: nursing education
programs
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 3
Full-time equivalent employees: 25 in
2008; 42 expected in 2009
www.orbiseducation.com

Orbis Education creates and manages collaborative nursing education programs to help
alleviate the U.S. nursing shortage. By blending technology, patient simulation and e-learning,
Orbis is changing how nurses are educated.
The company partners with hospitals and universities, such as Sharp HealthCare in San
Diego and the University of Oklahoma’s College of Nursing, to provide customized,
baccalaureate-level nursing programs. One of the company’s first milestones was approval of a
program in 2007 by the California Board of Nursing.
Students learn through innovative techniques that engage adult learners. This method of
learning produces better outcomes for the students and benefits hospitals by reducing time
needed for orientation and training, explains CEO Daniel Briggs.
“Graduates of our collaborative programs have worked within the specific hospital
setting and are significantly more ready to work,” Briggs adds. “In California, our partner was
able to reduce training and orientation time from 14 to six weeks, resulting in thousands of
dollars saved per new hire.”

OrthoPediatrics Corp.
This life science company develops anatomically appropriate orthopedic implants for children.
OrthoPediatrics has already cleared seven products with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
– important innovation for its market. Until now, manufacturers have shied away from making
implants for children, and surgeons have been forced to modify implants they use in adults.
OrthoPediatrics is led by a management team with more than 200 years of experience in
the orthopedic device industry. In addition, the company has assembled an advisory board that
consists of major thought leaders in pediatric orthopedics and spinal-deformity correction to
help guide product development.
Further setting it apart, OrthoPediatrics has exclusive global rights to a large pediatric
skeletal and X-ray collection. With IBM’s assistance, the company is building a data repository
that surgeons, engineers and researchers can use for comparison and analysis.
“This repository also allows us to design and develop the most anatomically appropriate
pediatric orthopedic implants in the world and serves as a major barrier to entry for competition,”
says CEO Nick Deeter.
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At a glance:
Nick Deeter, chairman/president/CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 2006
Location: Warsaw
Primary business: medical devices
Sites in Indiana: 5
Sites elsewhere: 35
Full-time equivalent employees: 37 in
2008; 55 expected in 2009
www.orthopediatrics.com
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Passageways LLC
Passageways helps financial institutions connect employees, directors, partners, peers
and vendors through corporate portals.
The company serves nearly 200 banks, credit unions and insurance companies, including
GTE Federal Credit Union, First Independent Bank of Nevada, City National Bank and Bellco
Credit Union. “Our solutions make every employee at a bank or credit union more productive
and collaboration more streamlined,” says co-founder Paroon Chadha.
In addition to corporate portals, Passageways powers several industry-wide community
portals, which enable financial institutions to use social networking to solve business challenges.
Passageways has been achieving steady growth and projects a 26% increase in 2009
revenue.
The company strives to convert customers into evangelists and grow its business through
word-of-mouth marketing. “Our most successful campaign is our annual client conference,”
adds co-founder Christopher Beltran. “The theme is always collaboration, and each year we
get a lot of business and kudos from it.”

At a glance:
Paroon Chadha and Christopher
Beltran, co-founders/vice presidents
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: West Lafayette
Primary business: Web portal systems
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 27 in
2008; 31 expected in 2009
www.passageways.com

PayGOV.US
At a glance:
Michael D. Hiatt, owner
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 2004
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: electronic payment
provider
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 10 in
2008; 18 expected in 2009
www.paygov.us

PayGOV.US enables government agencies, utilities and higher education centers to
accept electronic payments for taxes, registrations, licenses, utility bills and other services.
For many years, government agencies were reluctant to accept electronic payments
because of fees involved. Yet, PayGOV offers its service at no cost to clients. Instead, consumers
and businesses that use PayGOV’s payment methods are assessed a nominal “convenience fee.”
“Clients receive the benefit of allowing additional methods of payment and virtual
expansion of operating hours for the purpose of revenue collection, all at no cost to their
agency,” says owner Michael Hiatt.
Since 2007 PayGOV has expanded its clientele from four states to 20. Annual revenue
increases have ranged from 12% to 82% during the past three years, and PayGOV looks for a
115% jump in 2009 revenue.
Flexibility has helped fuel growth for PayGOV. For example, the firm’s willingness to
customize its solution led to a state-specific payment site for dog licenses in Pennsylvania – an
effort that has provided a new avenue for both revenue and visibility.

Perpetual Technologies Inc.
A provider of database management and consulting services, Perpetual Technologies Inc.
(PTI) serves both commercial and government clients.
Initially, PTI focused on Oracle environments but then decided to branch out and become
a Microsoft Partner, which significantly increased its client base and employee count. “We
realized that with the right people we can compete in both markets,” shares CEO Ryan Stephens.
To position itself for future growth, PTI in January 2009 acquired Meridian Technology
Group, a hosting services company. The expansion will enable PTI to increase services to
existing and new clients across the country while keeping high-tech jobs in the Indianapolis
community.
PTI offers numerous free events to help businesses learn about new technologies –
events that have been excellent marketing venues. Attendees get valuable information and
tools that they can take back and apply to the workplace. At the same time, PTI is able to
showcase its team’s talent, which has led to immediate consulting engagements and word-ofmouth referrals.
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At a glance:
Ryan K. Stephens, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1997
Founded: 1997
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: IT consulting
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 97 in
2008; 142 expected in 2009
www.perptech.com
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Quality Hardwood Sales Inc.
A manufacturer of hardwood components, Quality Hardwood Sales provides door panels,
custom molding and other products to a variety of clients, including large kitchen-cabinet
manufacturers. Since 2001 the company has grown from a one-man shop to a production
facility with more than 168,000 square feet.
Investing in technology has been important to Quality Hardwood’s growth. Many tasks
that originally were done manually have now been automated, such as color-matching panels.
“Customers are getting a much better looking panel, and our company can produce more
panels per shift, which helps us keep costs down,” says founder Devon Hochstetler.
Environmentally conscious, Quality Hardwood recycles all wood scraps and metal banding.
It uses water-based stains and is switching to water-based clearcoat products as well.
In January 2009 Quality Hardwood bought a door division, locating it across the street in
a building that was vacant due to the difficult economy. The company’s expansion has been a
boon to the community with added jobs and property upgrades.

At a glance:
Devon R. Hochstetler, president/owner
Current leadership since 2001
Founded: 2001
Location: Nappanee
Primary business: hardwood component
manufacturer
Sites in Indiana: 2
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.qualityhardwoodsales.com

Radian Research Inc.
At a glance:
Tim Everidge, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 1983
Location: Lafayette
Primary business: testing and
calibration instruments
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 69 in
2008; 71 expected in 2009
www.radianresearch.com

A designer and manufacturer of testing and calibration instruments, Radian Research
serves electric utility clients in more than 50 countries.
In 2007 the company’s founder died, and Radian became an Employee Stock Ownership
Plan corporation. “This was a new beginning for a company that could have easily been
purchased and liquidated,” offers CEO Tim Everidge, who dubbed Radian’s survival as a victory
for the employees, customers, community and state.
Pioneering new concepts in power and energy measurement, Radian holds nine U.S.
patents with seven pending overseas. “There are many companies that implement technology
and innovation, but we base our business upon effectively developing new products from our
own innovation and technology,” Everidge adds. In fact, the firm plans to release a new
product in late 2009 that will revolutionize energy-meter testing with new concepts in
portability and functionality.
In recent years, Radian has expanded its global sales from 5% to nearly 40% of
business, a trend it expects to continue.

Safis Solutions LLC
Providing regulatory compliance consulting to life science companies, Safis Solutions
offers expertise in regulatory approval, clinical strategies, quality systems, validation, auditing,
IT services and post-market surveillance.
Staying ahead of industry trends has been important to Safis’ success, especially since
each client’s product has its own unique regulatory requirements. “So whether we are
providing regulatory, compliance or validation assistance, we need to work with our clients to
develop a ‘risk-based’ approach to meeting the current and future regulatory standards,”
explains CEO Ping Poulsen.
With more drug and device companies outsourcing their regulatory compliance functions,
Safis is poised for strong growth. The company achieved a 55% increase in 2008 annual
revenue, and it forecasts a 47% revenue increase this year.
Safis recently stepped up its participation in industry events. As a result, both domestic
and international markets have expanded. In addition, company web site traffic nearly doubled
from February 2008 to February 2009.
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At a glance:
Ping Poulsen, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2002
Founded: 2002
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: regulatory compliance
consulting
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 23 in
2008; 36 expected in 2009
www.safis-solutions.com
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Strategic Healthcare Group LLC
With expertise in transfusion medicine, risk, nursing management and patient safety, Strategic
Healthcare Group (SHG) provides blood-management consulting and informatics solutions.
SHG’s proprietary system uses a three-phase process to quickly shift the attitudes,
behaviors and cultures of organizations toward better blood use. As a result, hospitals improve
their blood utilization and reduce costs.
In fact, hospitals using SHG’s system have reported reductions in blood utilization
ranging from 13% to 37%, with cumulative cost savings in excess of $50 million through the
reduction of unnecessary transfusions. In addition to lowering costs, the SHG system improves
patient safety and quality of care.
The company has been growing quickly, achieving a 150% revenue increase in 2008,
with a hefty 300% revenue increase expected for 2009. To pave the way for future growth,
SHG is expanding its informatics division and giving clients access to more web-based tools
and technologies on its portal.

At a glance:
Tim Hannon, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 2006
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: blood management
consulting, informatics
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 7 in
2008; 11 expected in 2009
www.bloodmanagement.com

SynCare LLC
At a glance:
Stephanie E. DeKemper, CEO
Current leadership since 2007
Founded: 2005
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: disease and case
management
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 30 in
2008; 40 expected in 2009
www.syncarellc.com

With expertise in asthma, diabetes, obesity and other chronic conditions, SynCare
provides disease- and case-management services to health insurance plans, large employers
and government agencies.
Through risk assessment, education and behavior modification, SynCare’s holistic
programs help participants understand their conditions, make informed care decisions and set
attainable goals. The company monitors patients’ conditions through home and telephone visits
and helps them comply with physicians’ treatment plans. It also assists with the flow of information
between patients, providers and insurers and provides links to community resources.
“Unlike home health agencies, disease- and case-management is designed to be shortterm interaction with our members to enable them to care for themselves and improve their
health outcomes,” notes CEO Stephanie DeKemper. In addition, Syncare helps decrease both
short- and long-term health care costs.
A critical component of SynCare’s services is proprietary software that integrates utilization
data from insurers and incorporates it into the case management process. The SynCMS™ system
enables clients to manage member information in real time and develop more accurate reporting.

Techshot Inc.
A provider of technology development services, Techshot prides itself on its ability to
“quickly span the longest yard in technology development – the distance between the napkin
sketch and a working prototype.” Since its launch in 1988, the company has completed about
200 highly complex projects, each one being the first of its kind.
Diversity of talent is part of Techshot’s secret sauce. Its staff includes mechanical, electrical,
software, chemical and systems engineers, as well as a biophysicist – all under one roof.
The company initially served the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, with devices
on board seven space shuttle missions. Techshot began to diversify after losing a major NASA contract
due to budget cuts. Today, clients include other government agencies such as the U.S. Army and
National Institutes of Health, as well as consumer companies such as Coca-Cola and Procter & Gamble.
In its 20-year history, Techshot has never had to advertise. “Our tremendous success
with government customers is the result of our methodical review of posted solicitations –
followed by the submission of proposals that provide the best solution,” says CEO Mark Deuser.
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At a glance:
Mark S. Deuser, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1988
Founded: 1988
Location: Greenville
Primary business: engineering research
and development
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
www.techshot.com
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The AME Group
This information technology consultancy has grown from a single location in 1985 to 24
locations in six states. Helping clients reduce expenses and maximize revenue, The AME Group
serves a variety of vertical markets including health care, manufacturing, education and government.
AME sets itself apart from competitors with its pay-for-performance plan. In addition, the
company has an internal training department to ensure technicians and engineers stay on top
of the latest technologies.
In 1999 AME implemented an enterprise resource management system to integrate core
operations and has customized the system to provide a web-based interface for clients and
employees. This system helps AME adapt to market trends, make better decisions and keep
performance high.
The AME Group also became an ESOP company in 1999 and now shares both financial
results and goals with all employees on a quarterly basis. “This ownership perspective creates
an environment where employees are always looking to provide better service to clients and
co-workers,” says president Mark Gerkin. “It fosters teamwork and a genuine drive to ensure
co-workers and clients are successful.”

At a glance:
Mark Gerkin, president
Current leadership since 1985
Founded: 1985
Location: Vincennes
Primary business: IT consulting
Sites in Indiana: 13
Sites elsewhere: 11
Full-time equivalent employees: 122 in
2008; 117 expected in 2009
www.theamegroup.com

The RND Group Inc.
At a glance:
Tim DeFrench, president
Current leadership since 1997
Founded: 1997
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: engineering software
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 26 in
2008; 29 expected in 2009
www.rndgroup.com

A provider of custom software engineering services, The RND Group focuses on medical
products, specializing in next-generation molecular diagnostic devices.
Early in its history, RND won an opportunity to assist Gen-Probe, a leader in nucleic acid
tests and develop software for a new automated immunoassay analyzer. This marked the first
instrument of its kind, and its success put RND on the map globally.
RND’s expertise with FDA-regulated medical devices sets it apart from competitors. The
company has achieved steady growth with annual revenue increases ranging from 13% to
56% during the past three years and anticipates a 29% increase in 2009 revenue.
Constantly looking ahead is critical at RND because many clients’ devices won’t be
commercialized for many years. “We need to create software today utilizing the latest of
technologies to assist in a product being innovative down the road when it hits the market,”
shares president Tim DeFrench.

TruPay Corp.
A business process outsourcing company, TruPay offers payroll, human resources, and
time and attendance management systems.
TruPay helps clients automate many tasks, including time and attendance, accrual
calculations and third-party data integration relating to 401(k) providers. In addition, TruPay’s
technology keeps clients up-to-date on federal, state and local payroll tax changes. The
company continues to look for new technologies to help clients improve efficiencies and reduce
bottom-line costs.
Two years after its launch, TruPay moved from a small leased facility and purchased its
current facility in downtown Mishawaka, investing nearly $800,000 in building and
infrastructure improvements. “At the time, many thought that it was too soon to make such a
move, but were confident in our ability to grow the business,” states president Mark Rutledge.
And TruPay has proved its supporters correct. The company has doubled its staff since
2006 and achieved annual revenue increases ranging from 19% to 56% during the past three
years with a 27% revenue increase expected this year.
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At a glance:
Mark Rutledge, president
Current leadership since 2003
Founded: 2003
Location: Mishawaka
Primary business: employer services
provider
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 1
Full-time equivalent employees: 25 in
2008; 33 expected in 2009
www.trupay.com
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Unified Group Services Inc.
A third-party administrator for companies that self-fund or partially fund their employee
health care plans, Unified Group Services has grown from two co-founders and 14 clients to
more than 110 employees and 150 clients.
With an impressive 98% client retention rate, Unified chalks up its success to superior
customer service and embracing new technologies that either save or contain health care
costs, such as electronic health records. Indeed, Unified was the first company of its kind to
provide online services for members to view claims and information in a secure, confidential
manner 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Unified provides employees with a variety of benefits and unusual holidays, such as “wear
your slippers to work” and “national chocolate covered anything” days. It’s no wonder the
company has a 93% employee retention rate.
“Extraordinary customer service is more easily delivered by employees who are satisfied
and feel valued,” offers CEO Richard Mousty.

At a glance:
Richard L. Mousty, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1996
Founded: 1996
Location: Anderson
Primary business: health care plan
administrator
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 108 in
2008; 117 expected in 2009
www.UnifiedGrp.com

Vontoo Inc.
At a glance:
Robert Compton, co-founder/chairman
Current leadership since 2005
Founded: 2005
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: telecommunications
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 25 in
2008; 30 expected in 2009
www.vontoo.com

Vontoo helps clients bolster marketing and communications efforts through automated
voice-messaging solutions. In two years the company has grown from 60 clients to more than
1,200, a roster that includes professional sports and entertainment organizations, consumer
product companies, nonprofits and government organizations.
Clients use Vontoo’s solutions to send reminders, announce new products, generate
support for campaigns, create buzz and generate attendee lists for events or conferences. “Vontoo is
proving that, when done properly, voice marketing can decrease a company’s traditional marketing
expenditures by 80% to 90% and improve results,” says co-founder Robert Compton.
Continuous innovation is a hallmark at Vontoo. Among recent developments, the
company has introduced:
• On-demand calling that allows customers to send messages instantly, instead of waiting in
queue for available server capacity
• Tools to manage permission-based marketing lists, created in response to new Federal
Trade Commission guidelines
• An interactive viral video product, which integrates a video message with a recorded phone call

VOT Arthroscopic Solutions LLC
This honoree is providing innovative solutions to orthopedic surgeons who treat knee diseases.
VOT Arthroscopic Solutions recently launched a new partial knee system that can be
placed through an arthroscopically assisted procedure – done as outpatient surgery versus the
typical one- or two-day hospital stay.
Surgery is done through a smaller incision (1.5 inches versus other products that require
incisions of 2.5-8 inches) and minimal bone resection, which creates less tissue trauma and
significantly reduces rehabilitation time. In addition to the smaller incision, another aspect of
VOT’s procedure is the injection of liquid cement, which provides a stronger bond with the
bone and implant interface through improved adhesive properties.
Because it can be difficult to change surgeons’ habits, VOT has been successfully
marketing its system by targeting patients rather than surgeons. Outreach efforts include
articles in the media, training seminars where surgeons discuss the procedure and taped
testimonials from patients who have had the procedure done.
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At a glance:
Tom Sherer, COO
Current leadership since 2009
Founded: 2005
Location: Warsaw
Primary business: medical devices
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 8 in
2008; 11 expected in 2009
www.votechnology.com
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WebLink International Inc.
WebLink International helps chambers of commerce, visitors’ and convention bureaus and
member-based organizations improve efficiency and provide greater value to their members.
The company provides web-based membership management software, CRM tools, web-site
design, nondues revenue programs and related services.
In 2003 WebLink launched an online management solution, WebCONNECT, tailored
specifically for business associations. This centralized hosting solution integrates its clients’
operational, financial and marketing communications functions into one interface, eliminating
the need to maintain multiple databases. WebLink gives clients a 360-degree view of their
members, enabling clients to analyze which members are most profitable, which are at risk of
leaving, and where future sales and retention efforts should be focused.
In addition, by integrating association web sites with its software, WebLink leverages the
shared marketing power of local businesses. “We aggregate their content in such a way that
drives search engine rank (top five search results) for our customers who, in turn, provide
business referrals and leads to their business members,” says CEO DJ Muller.

At a glance:
DJ Muller, president/CEO
Current leadership since 1996
Founded: 1996
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: membership
management software
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 0
Full-time equivalent employees: 42 in
2008; 43 expected in 2009
www.weblinkinternational.com

Wellfount Pharmacy
At a glance:
Paul Leamon, president/CEO
Current leadership since 2006
Founded: 2006
Location: Indianapolis
Primary business: pharmacy services
Sites in Indiana: 1
Sites elsewhere: 2
Full-time equivalent employees: 41 in
2008; 55 expected in 2009
www.wellfount.com

As an institutional pharmacy, Wellfount Pharmacy supplies prescription and over-thecounter medications to nursing facilities, assisted living and mental health facilities.
The company bridges a gap in the market by providing the kind of cutting-edge technology
expected from very large firms, along with the kind of stellar service that “mom-and-pop”
pharmacies are known for.
Wellfount was one of the first pharmacies in Indiana to provide clients with an electronic
medical records solution, which enables e-prescribing and paperless charting. “This technology
has put us on the map at a much younger company age than generally possible,” says CEO
Paul Leamon.
Continuing to trailblaze, Wellfount is introducing “remote medication dispensing,” which
enables real-time dispensing of medications inside long-term care institutions – something
that, until now, has only been utilized in acute-care settings such as hospitals. If implemented
across all of the nation’s nursing facilities, Wellfount estimates that remote dispensing would
reduce wasted medications by $2 billion annually.

Darlene Lowe
Continued from page 14

companies because of their immediate, sustainable impact on
the economy. Through its application and nomination process,
Companies to Watch helps ESOs discover new clients to serve,
better assess their needs and tailor resources especially for
these growing businesses.
What’s more, Companies to Watch creates a ready-made
pool for researchers and policymakers to study second-stage
entrepreneurs and track their impact. This is especially true in
Indiana, which now counts two classes of honorees.
By helping second-stage entrepreneurs on their growth
journey and by helping ESOs expand their reach and capacity,
the foundation hopes to be a catalyst for innovation and
change. Even though Ed supported entrepreneurship broadly,
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he always believed that it was the second stage that was the
greatest source of job creation.
He would be delighted with the foundation’s focus on this
important group because the success of second-stage
companies benefits not only the local communities in which
they do business, but our entire nation.

Darlene Lowe
Chairman
Edward Lowe Foundation
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